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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter discusses relevant point to tap in required information namely; 

background of the study, the statement of problems, purpose of the study, the 

significance of the study and the definition of key terms. 

1.1 Background of the study 

In society, language has an important role for human beings to communicate 

with each other; people cannot be separated with language because language is what 

the member of particular society use for communication. Wardaugh (2006:1) also 

stated that “language is the member of particular society speaks”. Based on this 

statement, language is a part of society and very important in social life for 

communication. By using language, people can express their feeling, opinion, idea, 

suggestion, and give advice in order to make an easier communication to each other. 

A study about language is called linguistic. People use language to communicate 

with their society. 

Related with society, one of the linguistic branches study is sociolinguistic. It 

studies about the relation between language and society. Sociolinguistics may be 

usefully defined as the study of variation in language, or more precisely of variation 

within speech communities. 
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There are many factors that may impact to language in society such as culture 

influences and technology advancement. The development of language is influenced 

by society itself, so there are many kinds of language variation. They are including 

dialect, registers, slang, colloquial, accent, pidgins, argot and jargon. 

 The language variation depends on two main focuses, which are focus on 

user and focus on uses. The language focuses on user are dialect, idiolect, and social 

dialect (sociolect), and the language focuses on uses are register, style and jargon. 

According to Llamas et al (2007), jargon is technical or specialist vocabulary most 

commonly associated with a professional or special interest group. The jargon 

usually are having purposes in used, such as to make easy in communication, to 

make short and understandable communication people or group of people with a 

certain field of occupation. Jargon it’s also has a function to persuade of people in 

community such as used in campaign and demonstration. 

According to Tyagi and Misra (2011: 31), jargon is a word or expression used 

by particular profession or group. Based on the theory, jargon is usually found in 

community or group such as professions, since, law, academic, social community, or 

even in campaign. On the previous research, Novita (2012) at Brawijaya University 

studied about jargon “An analysis of jargon used in ‘Test’ rubrics of Pulsa tabloid”. 

She found that there were 64 jargons which belong to information technology (IT) 

jargon. The researcher can learn that the jargon is used to make communication 
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easier. Furthermore, Erna (2013) at Brawijaya University studied about “An analysis 

of information technology (IT) jargon found in PC media magazine. She found that 

there were 32 information technology jargons. In this thesis the researcher wants to 

elaborate about jargon use in politics by Barack Obama’s campaign for the US 

president election 2012. 

The jargon is found an election campaign; it can be seen in election campaign 

used by Barack Obama. He used some political jargon in US president election 2012. 

On the other hand, his jargon is very popular and there are many people used it. This 

phenomenon makes the researcher interested to be studied about it, because jargon 

that used by Barack Obama’s has unique and very interesting to persuade American 

People in US Presidential Campaign. 

Based on the reason above, the researcher will discuss about jargon used by 

Barack Obama’s campaign for the US president election in 2012. It can be said that 

his campaign is worth-analysing as there are many kinds of his jargon are very 

effective to win his presidential election. The researcher is interested in analyzing the 

political jargon used by Barack Obama, because the jargon is unusual compare like 

the other. Not only the jargon used by Barack Obama, but also in this research the 

researcher wants to analyse and describe the meaning of the jargon.  

1.2 Statement of the Problem 
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Based on the background of the study above, this research tries to answer the 

problems as follows: 

1. What are political jargons used by Barack Obama’s Campaign for The US 

Presidential Election? 

2. What are the meanings of political jargons used by Barack Obama’s 

Campaign for The US Presidential Election? 

1.3 Purpose of the Study  

The purposes of the study should be stated clearly from the beginning as the 

principle guidance. They are formulated as follows: 

1. To find out the political jargon used by Barack Obama’s campaign for the 

US president election. 

2. To identify the meaning of political jargon used by Barack Obama’s 

campaign for the US president election. 

1.4 Significance of the Study 

By conducting this research, the researcher greatly expects the result of this 

research can give contribution in sociolinguistics fields especially in language 

varieties. For the English department students, hopefully this result can enrich new 

vocabulary of jargon found in Barack Obama’s campaign. 
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 The result of this research has both theoretical and practical values.  

Theoretically, the writer expects that the result of this research can give contribution 

to the readers to learn and develop their knowledge especially on jargon. Practically, 

this research is important for the readers, because political jargon used by Barack 

Obama are different with jargon used by others in general because it is very 

significant to persuade American voters in the US President Election. 

 The researcher hopes that the result of this research can be used as reference 

for readers who want to research and share their knowledge to others about jargon. In 

additon, the result of this research may be used by other researcher and will 

encourage them to carry out similar studies. 

1.5 Scope and Limitation 

 The scope of this research is political jargon words and meaning that were 

speech by Barack Obama’s; the limitation of this research is political jargon words 

and meaning used by Barack Obama’s campaign on 2012 US president election. 

1.6 Definition of Key Terms 

The following definitions are intended to make the readers have 

understanding or perception of some terms used in this research. To avoid ambiguity 

and misunderstanding, the writer gives the definition of key terms. The terms are 

defined are follows: 
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1. Jargon is a special word to the member of profession or group, e.g., 

airstream mechanism for phoneticians (Fromkin, 2003:585). 

2. US election occurs in every even-numbered year for congress and some 

states and local government in the United States (Hughes, 2012:3). 

3. Barack Hussein Obama is the first African-American chosen to run for 

president for a major U.S. political party (Weigl Publishers Inc, 2009:5). 

4. Political Jargon is the words and phrases or special terms that may affect the 

political discourse to acquire the confidence of the public in the political 

domain. (http://muslich-m.blogspot.com/2010/03/jargon-politik.html) 

 


